Solution brief

What’s New in Projectplace
Q1 – 2018

It’s the new year and we are excited to kick it off with
a bang. During the first quarter, we will bring you a
ton of customer driven and strategic enhancements
that will ultimately improve the way you work and your
Projectplace experience. See below for details on each
upcoming enhancement.

Email to Boards

Card Blockers
(January release)
This new feature will make it possible to signal that
there is an issue with a card that prevents it from being
completed. Card Blockers enable anyone viewing a
board to identify and potentially correct any bottlenecks
halting the task.

(January release)
We are excited to include this long-awaited feature in our
January release of Projectplace enhancements. We are
making it even easier to add cards to boards directly from
your email inbox. Now you can enable boards to accept
new cards from email. Just simply email the board’s
address and a card will be created from the content of
your email.
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Documents Preview
(February release)
With document previews, we are happy to provide
enhancements to your document collaboration
experience. With the ability to view a simple screenshot,
you can preview and understand what a document is,
before reviewing, editing, or downloading. Look out for
this feature in our February release.

Follow/Unfollow – Cards

Mobile Apps

(February release)

(February release)

Not assigned to a card but need to understand how
it progresses towards completion? Our new follow/
unfollow functionality will allow you to stay up to date
with the progress of a task even if you’re not assigned
to it. Get alerts around card status, change in assignee,
card blockers, and due dates, all via email and in product
notifications. We are preparing this feature for our
February release.

We have an exciting release for our mobile applications
coming this first quarter. We are happy to bring the ability
to view project plans directly from your iOS and Android
apps. Now you can access activities and milestones
on the go, no matter where or how you work. Start
collaborating on the run with our February release.

Workspace Connection to
Roadmaps

Throughout the quarter, we will also be releasing a
number of minor enhancements and bug fixes. We will
be updating our login page, adding custom fields on
documents, and much more. Be sure to check out our
monthly release notes for updates on these features. As
always, our main goal is to provide an efficient, effective,
performant space to collaborate and execute on work.

(March release)
When creating your long-term roadmap, planning
initiatives for the long term can be tricky, especially
when you start executing against those projects. With
the ability to connect roadmap initiatives to project
workspaces, you can keep track of projects at a high level
in a purpose-built workspace. No more searching for
projects and data, all relevant information will bubble up
to your roadmap for a clear and concise view of progress.
Be on the lookout for this game changing feature at the
end of March.

Other enhancements

Multi-Team Membership
(March release)
As an extension to our recently released teams
functionality, Projectplace will support the ability to be
a member of multiple teams. Find yourself constantly
working and collaborating with people all over your
business? Need to understand the deliverables and
progress that each team is making? With the ability to
contribute to multiple team overviews, you will have
insight into the detailed workings of all teams throughout
your business, making it easier to understand team
commitments, strategy, and successes. We are breaking
ground and preparing this enhancement for our March
feature release.
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